
Cameron Jibril Thomaz, more commonly known as Wiz Khalifa, is a multi-talented 

American rapper, singer, songwriter, and actor. From his music to his persona, 

Wiz emanates an aura of uniqueness, which extends to his passions, and notably, his 

dedication to fitness. If you have followed Wiz’s journey on his social media platforms, 

you would already know that fitness plays a pivotal role in his life. When it came to 

carving out a personalized home gym space that reflected his own style and workout 

needs, Wiz chose to put his trust in Ardent Fitness.

At Ardent Fitness, we understand that every client has their unique needs and fitness 

goals. Our team took the opportunity to not only cater to Wiz’s specific workout 

preferences but also to bring his unique style to life within the confines of his home 

gym. In the end, we created a space that featured a sleek design, high-quality 

functional training & strength equipment, and a layout that prioritizes usability and 

functionality. The result is a home gym that doesn’t just cater to Wiz’s fitness goals 

but is also a reflection of his personal style and brand.

CLIENT SHOWCASE

WIZ KHALIFA
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY ARDENT FITNESS:

• 3D renderings and gym design

• Fitness/rehabilitation equipment

• Equipment setup & installation

• Fitness flooring & installation

• Zogics Gym Wipes

https://ardentfitness.com/


Strength & functional training at its best

Throwdown Plyo Boxes, free weights, turf flooring, 

and wall mirrors provide the perfect combination of 

equipment to make the most out of every workout.

TRX Strength Bays

TRX Strength Bays are great for more than just a workout—

they provide ample storage space for fitness accessories, like 

kettlebells and medicine balls, anchoring points for suspension 

training, and much more.

Hoist Fitness + TRX

Along with a variety of TRX fitness accessories, the Flat/Incline/

Decline Bench from Hoist Fitness blends beauty with brawn 

and delivers versatility for multiple exercises and workouts.

Custom logo inlay turf

Gym flooring doesn’t have to conform to black rubber 

flooring or green turf. Ardent Fitness and Ecore created this 

custom logo inlay with Wiz Khalifa’s branding and installed 

FlexTurf Monster flooring for his home gym. FlexTurf Monster 

is made with a VCR ShockPad for increased durability and 

force reduction.
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Optimizing the gym layout

Ardent Fitness worked with Wiz’s team on the layout and 

decor to make the most out of the home gym space. From 

equipment selection and elivery to full installation, our team 

transforms rooms into fully functional training centers in 

residential and commercial settings.

https://ardentfitness.com/


HOIST FITNESS

Flat/Incline/Decline Bench

TRX

Studio Line Strength Bay

THROWDOWN

Power Plyo Set

TRX

Misc. Accessories

Wall Mirror Installation

ECORE

FlexTurf Monster (Logo Inlay)

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
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CREATE YOUR 
FITNESS SPACE

From our work with Wiz Khalifa on his home gym to larger fitness facilities 

at major universities or multi-family housing, as well as commercial fitness spaces, 

Ardent Fitness is here to help with the entire process, from space planning and 

design to fitness equipment selection, delivery, installation, and service.

ZOGICS

Upward Pull Wall Mounted 

Wipe Dispenser

ZOGICS

Antibacterial Disinfecting 

Gym Wipes
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